Femtosecond and excimer laser-assisted endothelial keratoplasty (FELEK): a new technique of endothelial transplantation.
To describe a new technique of endothelial keratoplasty (EK) that improves the quality of lamellar dissection of donor cornea. We compared four techniques of donor cornea preparation for lamellar dissection on 8 donor corneas: mechanical dissection with a microkeratome, a single femtosecond laser lamellar cut, a double femtosecond laser lamellar cut and combined femtosecond laser lamellar dissection with excimer laser surface photoablation. The quality of the donor cornea interface was assessed and compared using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and the most satisfactory technique was employed for EK on three patients. The postoperative anatomic results were analyzed with anterior segment spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) and in vivo confocal microscopy (IVCM). The smoothest stromal interface was observed on SEM with the combined use of femtosecond laser dissection and excimer photoablation. The surgical procedures performed with donor cornea prepared by a combination of femtosecond and excimer lasers resulted in clear corneas after 1 month. SD-OCT showed good attachment of the endothelial graft and a hyperreflective interface. On IVCM, subepithelial haze, honeycomb-like activated keratocytes and needle-shaped particles were visible in the recipient corneal stroma as well as numerous hyperreflective particles on the donor-recipient interface. A new technique, femtosecond and excimer laser-assisted endothelial keratoplasty (FELEK), which refines the current limitations observed in Descemet-stripping automated endothelial keratoplasty (DSAEK), is described. Femtosecond laser dissection provides a thin and reproducible endothelial graft cut with a high level of safety and accuracy, while excimer photoablation yields a smooth, high-quality interface.